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Since 1973, the McLemore family business, Masterbuilt, has developed cooking products and

recipes to make your life simple. "Dadgum That's Good!" brings you more than 125

professionally-tested smoking, grilling, frying, boiling and steaming recipes, including 16 of John

McLemore's signature recipes. Plus you'll find tips on: how to choose cuts of meat, fish, and poultry,

keeping your pantry stocked with essential items, and getting the most out of your ingredients.
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Some good sounding recipes. It is like looking at someones family picture album though. Would

have enjoyed more recipes instead of seeing pictures of the same people over and over again that I

don't even know. Can't wait to try some of the recipes.

This book was definitely not what I was expecting, I thought I was purchasing a book on how to

smoke meats to go with the masterbuilt smoker I purchased. Out of a couple hundred pages, very

few were about smoking. Partiality my fault for not checking it out carefully before purchase. If you

like pictures of the Masterbuilt family, then this book is definitely for you. Has many recipes not

related to smoking. Others may enjoy this book, but for me personally, it was a huge

disappointment, not worth the money.

I purchased this book because I just purchased a Masterbuilt smoker. Out of 200 pages in this book

only 60 pages are directly about smoking. I error, the cover states the book covers smoking, grilling,

frying, boiling and steaming. I expected a lot more on smoking. If you want to cover all topics, and



see a lot of pictures of the Masterbuilt family, this is the book for you, as for me it just wasn't what I

wanted as a new guy to smoking.

This item was purchased for my husband for his birthday. He was so excited to receive it. Although

there are a lot of pictures in the cookbook, there are many recipes that my husband will enjoy while

using his Turkey Fryer/Steamer. I did give it 4 stars for a lot of family pictures, as that space could

be used for more recipes.

I purchased both Dagdum ThatÃ¢Â€Â™s Good and Dadgum ThatÃ¢Â€Â™s Good... and Healthy.

What a rip-off nearly every recipe was included in both books. I paid for two books and received one

book of near exact duplicates. I recommend one or the other but NOT BOTH!

Excellently, written, with a lot of good color pictures of completed dishes. John gives good solid

cooking instructions and advice. Great Southern recipes and cooking suggestions are included in

the book.

I was a bit disappointed at the paucity of boiled/steamed recipes and the addition of smoked recipes

that have no relationship to the actual product purchased (the Turkey Fryer). But overall, the recipes

provide good guidance and the book is great for a new owner of an indoor appliance that has to be

handled with care.

This book is simply amazing. This book is packed full of recipes that my husband just loves. He was

thrilled to find it is not only smoking recipes. This awesome book plus the smoker he got for

Christmas is keeping me out of the kitchen and giving our family some of the best food we have

ever had.
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